
The image cannot be displayed. Your computer may not have enough memory to open the image, or the image may have been corrupted. Restart your computer, and then open the file again. If the red x still appears, you may have to delete the image and then insert it again.

5. Manipulation 
 

•  Trajectory modification by the user 

-  error correction 

-  manual annotation (labeling) for 
-  trajectory clustering 
-  trajectory of interest selection 

Label (color) transferring between tracks 

Trajectory clustering 

clusters 

MTTV: an interactive trajectory visualization and analysis tool 
Fabio Poiesi and Andrea Cavallaro 
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http://www.eecs.qmul.ac.uk/~andrea/mttv.html 6. Future work 
 

•  Embed OpenCV features for OpenFrameworks to perform online visual assessment results (e.g. clustering) 
•  Visualize velocity direction along each trajectory 
•  Interpolate fragmented trajectories 

1.  Motivation 
 

•  Motion pattern (trajectories) analysis 
•  Behavioral studies of cells [1], insects [2] or humans [3] 
•  Localization and analysis of errors generated by object trackers [4] Exploration

navigation

overlay

transparency

MTTV

Manipulation

correction

configuration

trajectories

errors

video

edited 
trajectories

monitor

user interaction

Analysis

distance measure clustering

error display

2. Multi-Target Trajectory Visualization (MTTV) 
 

text file 

4. Analysis 
 

•  Overlay of points of interest 

-  color and shape based representation 

-  visual assessment of tracking errors 

error 

3. Exploration 
 

•  Space + time trajectory visualization 
•  Overlay on and navigation with video frames 

Video overlay and navigation 

Transparency to highlight tracks 

legend: video file visualization device user input 

Commands 
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